Insulated and Composite Panels
Manufacturers of bespoke composites & infill panels
Choose Vivalda for your Composite Panels

Vivalda’s Hull branch offers the same efficient level of service as Vivalda’s London and Birmingham branches, for fire protection board and high performance cladding. However the friendly team in Hull are best known as Vivalda’s composite panel specialists. This knowledge and skill at manufacturing sandwich panels has improved with an investment in new premises with additional tooling, warehouse/production capability space and staff.

All types of composites are made to the highest degree of accuracy, including high pressure laminate, aluminium, stone aggregate GRP, colour coated steel or leathergrain plastisol. Talk to our staff today about fixing, accessories and for your general composite requirements - we give independent sound advice on delivering to your specification. It saves to talk to Vivalda first.

Vivalda supply High Performance Cladding

- All major brands delivered from stock
- Assisted site surveys provided
- Estimating service: drawing take-offs
- Any board cut to size, shaped, drilled and finished to detailed accuracy using CNC router
- Next day deliveries with our own transport fleet
- Vivalda is ISO9001 certified
- 4 Branches nationwide covering the uk Hull - Birmingham - Manchester - London
- Unbiased and independent product advice from trained and experienced staff
- Pallet wrapping service if required
- Specific service for glaziers
- Accessories and fixings available from stock

Vivalda supply Building Boards

- We offer general purpose building boards, non-combustible and limited combustibility fire-boards
- ISO 9001 registered
- In Stock Now
- Delivered Cut to Size
- Site Off-Load Facility
- Independent and unbiased supplier
- Expert Staff
- Vivalda will advise on the appropriate board for your application
- Vivalda offer the most competitive rates available
- Accessories and fixings available from stock
- Pick up from one of our 4 branches if you need:
  London - Manchester - Birmingham - Hull
**Benefits**

- Resistant to freeze/thaw conditions and moisture from rain
- Resistant to UV radiation
- Elasticity, high tensile and flexibility strength guarantee
- Non-porous surface prevents dirt accumulating

HPL is extremely weather resistant, and sun, rain and moisture have no effect on the panel’s surface or core. Both the UV resistance and colour stability are high. Rapid temperature fluctuations do not affect the properties, stability or appearance of the panel. Colours will not change significantly for at least 10 years, even under severe conditions, or in heavily polluted industrial areas.

The smooth panel surface has a closed non-porous structure, ensuring that practically no dirt accumulates and the panels are unaffected by household cleaning agents or strong organic solvents.

HPL does not melt, drip or explode and retains its stability for a long time.

HPL is tough, the core of the material is homogenous and dense, ensuring that the panel has a high pull-out rate for fixings or fasteners. This helps when the panel has to be invisibly fixed with screws or inserts.

The dimensional stability of HPL is comparable to hardwood, whilst being not affected by moisture and are not susceptible to weathering, mould or rot.

---

**Applications**

- Overcladdings, balcony panels and balustrades
- Fascias and soffits
- Advertising and signage boards
- Infill panels
- Outdoor and recreational furniture
Polyester Powder Coated (PPC) Aluminium

The use of PPC aluminium is a cost effective way of producing composite panels that will not only look great, but also offer durability.

The endless colour choice and versatility of PPC aluminium makes this an ideal product to meet individual specifications such as stepped and rebated panels, column casings and flashings.

Benefits

- Flashing and cover trims to match
- Designed to individual specification
- Low maintenance
- 10 year guarantee
- Available in RAL, B.S. and Syntha
- Pulvin colours

Main Applications

- Infill panels
- Curtain walling
- Specific U-Value requirements
- Flashings and trims
- Patent glazing
Colour Coated Steel

Pre-finished products available in colorcoat steel include HPS200 Scintilla, PVF2 and Celestia.

Offering not just colour diversity but also texture, Leathergrain Plastisol has the appearance and surface feel of leather.

These panels are thermally efficient and manufactured for either existing or replacement glazing systems. Where specific U-Values are required Leathergrain Plastisol can be formed into a stepped or rebated composite panel for improved thermal efficiency.

Leathergrain Plastisol can easily be fabricated to cover over unsightly structures such as steel columns.

Benefits
• UV resistance
• High impact resistant
• Low maintenance
• Cost effective
• Class 1 surface spread of flame

Applications
• Infill panels
• Flashings and trims
• Patent glazing
• Curtain walling systems
• Specific U-Value requirements
Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP)

GRP is a versatile product which can be used in many applications where conventional materials cannot meet required specifications such as fire ratings, impact resistance and weight considerations.

GRP is manufactured by combining hundreds of glass strands with pigmented thermosetting UV resins. This produces an immensely strong and durable panel whilst maintaining an attractive appearance.

Benefits
- Available in B.S. and RAL colours
- Resistant to UV
- Graffiti resistant
- Class 0 availability
- Variable thickness

Insulated infill panels
- Shelters
- Modular buildings
- Hygienic wall lining

Surface Finishes
- Smooth
- Leatherette crinkle
- Deep crinkle

Main Applications
- Curtain wall systems
- Balcony panels
- Patent glazing
- Fascia and soffit panels
Aluminium Stone Aggregate Panels

With a finish of natural stone aggregate our products by Stoneflex and Steni Nature complement a more rustic looking project, whilst also providing a durable, maintenance free, high impact surface. Stone aggregate is a glass reinforced polyester resin cladding panel built up to provide a surface finish of natural stone.

These panels are maintenance free and highly impact resistant. They are also suitable for both internal and external applications.

**Benefits**
- Class 0 fire resistant
- Impervious to moisture
- Chemical and rot proof
- Guaranteed for 10 years
- 3 aggregate sizes

**Main Applications**
- Infill panels
- Curtain walls
- Over cladding
- Patent glazing
With our in house C.N.C. pressbrake, Vivalda are able to manufacture such bespoke products as cill sections, flashings and trims.

Where panels need to achieve a specific U-Value, Vivalda can fabricate a stepped tray in order for the panels to be glazed into the system.

Vivalda can cut and fabricate your boards to any size and shape! This will save you time and money by reducing waste and maximising workforce potential.

With the use of a C.N.C. router we are able to cut holes, create special shapes and even design features onto panels.

We endeavour to offer the solution to all your problems. With our bespoke service, panels are manufactured to suit your specific requirements. Vivalda’s wealth of knowledge, service and quality is second to none. Throughout the whole manufacturing process our products are inspected to ensure they reach you in first class condition. Our sales team can provide quotations, offer advice on specifications and keep you informed as to the progress of your order.
Our role at Vivalda is to supply the building industry with the full range of panel products and related accessories. Along with supplying our bespoke composite and cladding materials we also offer:

- Façade rainscreens
- Fixing systems
- Fire protection boards
- Commodity building boards

Pallets are shrink wrapped using heat shrink polythene sheeting. Using a polythene sheet to secure and protect the product eliminates marking that would otherwise be evident if strapping was used.

All our products arrive palletised to allow easy off loading on-site and are visibly labelled. By using heat shrink wrap our pallets are well protected from the elements for on-site storage.
Vivalda Product Range

### DECORATIVE & RAINSCREEN CLADDING

- **TRESPA**: METEON, ATHLON, VIRTUON
- **ROCKPANEL**: ROCKCLAD, ROCK PROFILE
- **PRODEMA**: PRODEX, PRODIN
- **MARLEY ETERNIT**: OPERAL, PICTURA, LAMINA EXTERNAL, NATURA, TEXTURA, CEDRAL, WEATHERBOARD
- **STENI**: STENI NATURE, STENI COLOUR
- **VIVALDA**: VIVALDA LAMINA, MAX, BAUCLAD

### COMPOSITE PANELS / SANDWICH PANEL

- **TRESPA**: ALUMINIUM, STEEL
- **GRP**: PLASTISOL
- **STONE AGGREGATE BOARD**: TRESPA

### FIRE PROTECTION & GENERAL PURPOSE BUILDING BOARDS

- **E-BOARD**: VIROC
- **SUPALUX**: CEMBOARD
- **SUPERFLEX**: BLUCLAD
- **MASTERBOARD**: WEATHERBOARD
- **PYROC**: TILEBOARD
- **DURIPANEL**:
Vivalda Contacts

Vivalda London
99 Victoria Road
Park Royal
London
NW10 6DJ
E: sales@vivalda.co.uk
E: boards@vivalda.co.uk
E: claddings@vivalda.co.uk
T: 020 8963 9999
F: 020 8963 9900

Vivalda Birmingham
Unit 6,
Motorway Trading Estate
Mill Street
Aston
Birmingham
B6 4BS
E: salesbirmingham@vivalda.co.uk
T: 0121 333 7373
F: 0121 333 7474

Vivalda Manchester
Unit 4B
Parkway Trading Estate
Alba Way
Trafford Park
Manchester
M32 0TL
E: salesmanchester@vivalda.co.uk
T: 0161 865 5551
F: 0161 865 5559

Vivalda Hull
Courtney Street
Mount Pleasant
Kingston upon Hull
HUB 7QF
E: saleshull@vivalda.co.uk
T: 01482 310865
F: 01482 824946

Vivalda Accounts
99 Victoria Road
Park Royal
London
NW10 6DJ
T: 0208 963 9999
F: 020 8963 9900

Financial Director
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable

Paul Doherty
Cheryl Sawney
Tanya Hunt-Dewsbury
E: accounts@vivalda.co.uk
E: creditcontrol@vivalda.co.uk
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Vivalda Birmingham: Unit 6, Motorway Trading Estate, Mill Street, Aston, Birmingham B6 4BS
T: 0121 333 7373  F: 0121 333 7474  E: salesbirmingham@vivalda.co.uk

Vivalda Manchester: Unit 4B, Parkway Trading Estate, Alba Way, Trafford Park, Manchester, M32 0TL
T: 0161 865 5551  F: 0161 865 5559  E: salesmanchester@vivalda.co.uk

Vivalda Hull: Courtney Street, Mount Pleasant, Kingston upon Hull, HU8 7QF
T: 01482 310 865  F: 01482 824 946  E: saleshull@vivalda.co.uk

www.vivalda.co.uk  www.buildersworkshop.co.uk